
ALGARVE 63. 

A fine quality hardback photo book, showing images of times past.  
 

 
The sixty three iconic black and white photographs by Tim Motion, 
photographer and artist, who lived in Algarve from 1962 to 1975,  
recall life and the people of Algarve from the early 1960s and  
post-revolution to 1978.  

     
 Bringing in the fish, early morning   Praia do Carvoeiro         Gossip              Tavira 1963 
 
 



I arrived in Algarve in December 1962, where I met the only 
foreigners resident in Praia do Carvoeiro, Claude Bourgier and his 
wife Marie and the Swift family. David Wight, the deaf South 
African poet, was staying with them at the time.  
These photographs were taken originally for the book “Algarve – a 
portrait and a guide”, by Patrick Swift and David Wright, published 
in 1965 by Barry and Rockliff, London. The book is a ‘must read’ if 
you want an amusing account of life in Algarve before tourism. It 
can be found online at ‘bibliofile’, ‘abebooks’ or maybe Amazon. 
Not only did I have a Leica camera but I also had a car, which 
facilitated our expeditions throughout Algarve, visiting its 
restaurants, bars, churches, beaches, wine makers, markets and 
gipsy mule and horse fairs. After having been published in the 
book, my negatives remained rolled up in the processor’s boxes 
for forty years. In 2015 I was approached by Nuno Loureiro of 
ENFOLA in Lagoa with a proposal for a book and an exhibition. 
I am very pleased to say that the result is this historic photo book. 
 
Details  
Cover:  Hardback. Dimensions:  12 x 9,5” 
Printers:  NORPRINT Braga, Portugal 
Pages:  156 Paper:  High quality heavy stock. 
Weight:  1,3 kilos 
Photographs: sixty three, with brief captions on facing page. 
Languages: Portuguese and English. 
Informative and technical end-notes about each picture. 
Preface and Biography:  Tim Motion 
Foreword, introduction and commentary:   

Francisco José Malveiro Martins, Presidente de Camara       
            Municipal de Lagoa. 

 Miguel Reimão Costa, Arquiteto.  Universidade do Algarve. 
 Nuno de Santos Loureiro PhD.  Universidade do Algarve.  
        Director dos Encontros de Fotografia de Lagoa. 
 
I have some copies for sale, and it can also be found in Lutyens 
and Rubinstein in Kensington Park Road W11, and Daunts Books 
in Marylebone High Street. Prices may vary elsewhere, but direct 
from me, and signed, the price is £30 (+p&p). There will be a 
special Algarve series of high quality exhibition prints from the 
book. Sizes: 16 x 12” or 20 x 16”. I am also planning an exhibition 
in London. 
 
TIM MOTION Tel: 07785722110  Email:  tim@timmotion.com 


